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Today

1. Review the major practices to Create Mattering 

2. Try and plan actions to Notice, Affirm, and show people how 

they’re Needed 

3. Self-assess your mattering skill set and create a plan of 

action 

4. Do a “mattering audit” to plan where to focus first



Source: U.S. Surgeon General, 2022





To matter is a: 

1. Survival instinct

2. Basic need

3. Universal longing





Common sense is usually not 

common practice.



• Undervalued

• Disrespected

• Non-inclusive

• No recognition

• Unnoticed 

performance





People won’t care until they feel 

cared for.

It’s hard for anything to matter to 

someone who doesn’t believe that 

they matter. 
 



How can we make creating 

mattering a common practice?



VALUES NEW BEHAVIORS

The pit of “good ideas.”

STIMULATION VS. TRANSFORMATION





Skill 

(how to do something)

+

Practice 

(doing it → learning → refining→ doing it again)



Think about the moment in your work at 
UWW when you most believed you mattered 

to someone else. Be specific. 

What did they do? What did they say? 

PRACTICE-SPOTTING (p. 3)





1. Make eye contact, create space

2. Ask about, remember, and 

check in on people’s details

3. Practice compassion: Notice others’ 

moods, inquire, offer to do 

something to help

4. Ensure people feel heard

5. Appreciate small, everyday acts



Practice: Make Noticing a Process





Practice: Authentic Check-Ins





ACT (p. 4)

Who do you need to notice more?

List 3 people. 

What is one action you will take to help 

each of them feel more seen or heard? 



Real affirmation is showing 

how someone’s unique 

strengths make a unique 

difference. 



1. Collect and tell stories of people’s 

impact

2. Know and name others’ unique 

strengths

3. Show others’ how their strengths 

make a difference

4. Show people how what they do

impacts others and what their 

work makes possible



@ZACHMERCURIO

Give Purposeful Affirmation

Don’t just tell people 

“good job,” show 

them the difference 

they make and how 

they make it.



ACT (p. 5)

1. Think of someone you need to thank or affirm. 

2. Write them a purposeful affirmation. Share it with 

your partner and discuss how you can deliver the 

SBI model in your own authentic style.  

3. How, when, and where will you tell more stories of 

people’s “upstream impact”? 





ACT

1. Think of a task you might need to “reframe” through 

purposeful delegation to help people see their 

significance.

2. How can you better describe the significance and 

necessity of the task? What strengths can you invite 

your team to use to do the task?



Treat everyone 

like they’re 

essential. 



Source: Carton (2017). “I’m Not Mopping the Floors, I’m Putting a Man on the Moon”: How NASA Leaders Enhanced the 
Meaningfulness of Work by Changing the Meaning of Work.”

Practice: Laddering



1. Show people how they are 

indispensable to your team 

and a bigger purpose

2. Say, “if it wasn’t for you…”

3. Tell people how you rely on 

them, notice when they’re 

gone



ACT (p. 6)

Who needs to be shown how you rely on 

them?

Write them an “if it wasn’t for you…” 
statement. 







GROUP DISCUSSION

1. When it comes to creating mattering on your team, what do 

you need to stop doing and what do you need to start doing?

2. Where did you score highest? What are two, specific core 

behaviors you will continue doing? 

3. Where did you score lower? What are two, specific core 

behaviors you will start doing? How can the people in your 

group help you commit to these core behaviors?



MATTERING AUDIT (p. 8)



GROUP DISCUSSION

1. What gaps did this team mattering audit reveal 

for you? What opportunities did this mattering 

audit reveal to you? What will you do as a 

result?

2. What do you need to let go of to create more 

mattering for people you identified as needing it? 



Assume the people around you 

feel unseen, undervalued, and 

lonely, and act accordingly. 
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